
BY THeODore MODIS

Complexity and change have grown at accelerating rates

throughout history, but they may soon reach a turning point.

A scientist and strategic analyst offers a way to quantify

complexity as it accumulates via world-changing events.

THe LImITS OF
~P unk eek," or punctuated equi- The rapid appearance of evolution- quisitlon of speech by Homo sapiens,

librium, is the generally ac- ary turning points has rendered our or the invention of the printing
cepted idea that biological lives increasingly complex. The ex- press, the world's complexity

evolution has not been a continuous, ponential growth pattern of change increased by a certain amount. To
uniform process, but rather has un- is striking and presents a challenge quantify this amount we must be
dergone well-defined jumps, or to ordinary people unable to ade- able to somehow measure complexity.
growth spurts, with periods of rela- quately cope with it. Evolution is a well-defined con-
tive stability in between. With these If this exponential pattern contin- cept, but the term complexity remains
bursts of change come an increase in ues, we will reach levels of change today vague and unscientific. In hiscomplexity. . and complexity that border on the best-selling book Out of Control,

These bursts of change and absurd. More and more significant Kevin Kelly concludes:
increased complexity have become events will occur in less and less H d k .
more frequent with time, and society time. We could soon witness a pa- ow o. we now onI e thIng or

. . 1 d f .1 bl process IS more comp ex than an-now experIences an exponentIa ra e 0 mI estones compara e to h? I b
growth pattern for change. But there those of the entire twentieth century o~ er. ~ ~ ~l~cur: er more complex
are reasons to believe that the rate of pass in front of our eyes within ~ec- t an ~ ah I ac. Is a meado,:" more
change may soon slow down and onds-if we are capable of perceiv- co:p ex t an a ~am~al braIn? Is a
that our children will experience less ing them at all. ze ra more comp ex t an a national
change during their lives than we This impasse is intriguing and dis- ec° thnomy?: almd afiniv:'~ of three or four

h b . d . 1 ma ematica e tions for complex-ave. tur mg, an It warrants a c oser ex-. fth b .
If you stop and think of the events amination of the explosive pattern of Ity, n~ne °h em rofadly u~ful ill.an-

that sig;nificantly influenced hum~n ~hange..Change and co.mp~exity are :~:~~g t e type 0 questions I Just

evolutIon over the eons, you wIll IntertwIned. ComplexItymcreases
realize that they have tended to both when the rate of change
crowd together historically as we ap- increases and when the amount of QUanTIFYInG
proach the present. The twentieth things that are changing around us COmPLeXITY
century alone features more turning increases. Large amounts of change
points in the history of mankind have appeared with every evolution- It may yet be impossible to scien-
than the previous five centuries put ary jump of punk eek, when com- tifically quantify the amount of com-
together. Similarly, the last 2,000 plexity also jumped. At every evolu- plexity ingrained in the evolutionary
years have more to show than the tionary turning point, be it the steps of punk eek, but if we make
previous 10,000 years, and so on. appearance of life on Earth, the ac- certain assumptions, we could rate
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the relative complexity that these If two milestone events are of such event, the creation of the uni-
steps contribute. It follows common equal importance, we can assess the verse or big bang, But by extending
sense that the importance of an evo- amount of complexity each con- our time horizon so far back, we
lutionary step is proportional to the tributes by the duration of the period span a seemingly disparate set of
amount of complexity it introduces. of stasis that followed-a shorter evolutionary processes-cosmologi-
But an evolutionary step's imp or- stasis indicates more complexity, cal, geological, biological, sociologi-
tance is also proportional to the The milestones in the history of cal, and technological. There is no
length of the ensuing stasis: The the world that are topmost in signifi- a priori reason that complexity grew
longer that the period of stability fol- cance certainly have large and there- according to the same law across all
lowing a step is, the more impor- fore comparable importance. To a first these processes, There are only indi-
tance we can attribute to that step approximation we can consider them cations from sets of milestones spe-
historically: to be of equal importance. We can cific to each process that similar ex-

Importance = Change in complexity x then calculate the relative complexity ponential patterns have been found

Duration of ensuing stasis contribution of each milestone; it everywhere, We need a set of mile-
Therefore, among evolutionary will be inversely proportional to the stones that covers the entire range to

steps that are of equal importance, time interval to the next milestone. check whether the same growth law
we can rate their relative contribution By Pareto's rule-otherwise known has been in effect from the very
to complexity according to their tim- as the 80/20 rule-the topmost sig- beginning,
ing. (See Figure A.) The more they nificant milestones will be respon-
crowd t?gether,:he,greater t~e~r sible,for most of the,worl~'s com- WHaT Me THe MOST
complexIty contrIbutIon. Thus It IS plexIty, and we can ill a fIrst pass
possible to analyze quantitatively the ignore lesser events that took place SI'GllIFICanT
complexity growth pattern of a set of in between. MILeSTOneS In
equally important evolutionary A handful of most-important HISTOrY?
milestones. events must include the very first .

Answers to this question can be
found in compilations of most-
significant-milestones lists, a favorite
intellectual pastime and object of di-

6C verse academic endeavors. A recent
5 celebrated example is John Brock-

man's book The Greatest Inventions of
the Past 2,000 Years, Others I have
drawn from include lists compiled

>- by the National Geographic, Scientific
.~ American, the Encyclopaedia Britan-
-E. nica, the American Museum of Nat-
g 6C4 ural History, and Carl Sagan's cele-
~ brated Cosmic Calendar, as well as

.~ individual scientists who responded
~ directly to a questionnaire, including
6 6C Nobel Prize-winnif}g biochemist

3 Paul D, Boyer.

6C Combining data from the most
2 complete and reliable sets of mile-

6C1 stones, I identified a total of 302
milestones spread over the last 20

T 1 T 2 T T 4 T 5 T 6 billion years, They tend to coalesce
3 in recent times, but also in clusters,

FIGUre a as different authors may give differ-
ent dates for the same event. The

Complexity compounds complexity, Milestone events occurring rapidly in succes. peak of each cluster serves as the
sion will increase the amount of complexity added to the world at a faster rate, "canonical" milestone date, and the
The area of each rectangle represents "Importance" and remains constant. Of two spread around this peak is a measure
equally importan\milestones, the one v:ith the s~orter ensuing duration of stasis is of the uncertainty, I have identified a
the one that contributed more complexity. Thus, If we assume that the emergence total of 28 canonical milestone dates
of the first hominids (milestone 1o-see Table 1 on page 29) and the invention of t th t t . ( h '

h fh " ( ' I ) II '" " d " h " h up 0 e presen Ime w IC , or

t e steam engine ml estone 25 were equa y Important, we can etermlne w IC th k f. .. ,

one contributed more complexity by the duration of time until the next milestone e sa e 0 SImpliCIty, I defin~ as the
event occurred. In this case, the steam engine added more complexity, with a stasis year 2000), See Table 1, opposite,
of just 125 years versus 12 million years following the first hominids. Now we can study these 28 canon-

continued on page 30
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continued from page 28
ical milestone dates-history's most

Comparing Exponential Growth to Logistic Growth important growth spurts-to deter-

mine which law of growth, exponen-
tial or logistic, governs complexity,
change, and our destiny.

Cumulative THe BeGInnInG OF
Growth EVerY s-ctirve

IS ExponenTIaL
The most natural of growth laws is

the S-shaped, logistic curve, or
S-curve. This pattern is Characteristic
of species population growing under
Darwinian competition. For ex-

Rate of ample, an S-curve pattern results
Growth when a pair of rabbits is left alone in

a fenced-off range. If the average
rabbit litter is taken as two, then we
observe the rabbit population go

time through the successive stages of 2, 4,
FIGUreB 8, 16, 32, 64, and so on-that is, expo-J nential growth. There is a population

Cumulative growth (e.g., a population) is shown on top. The rate of growth (incre- explosion for a while. However, the
ments per unit of time) is shown at the bottom. The question before us is whether food on their range is limited and
change in complexity is exponential (dotted line) or logistic. can feed only a certain number of

rabbits. As the population ap-
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Exponential and logistic fits to the data of the canonical milestone set. The vertical scale of arbitrary units is logarithmic (each point is
10 times larger than the next lower point), depicting the change in complexity at every milestone. The circles on the forecasted trends
indicate the complexity change associated with future milestones. The vertical line between milestones 25 and 30 indicates the posi-
tion of the most-recent milestone, for which we cannot yet determine a complexity contribution. If the next equally important mile-
stone happens sooner rather than later, we will see complexity continuing to increase at an exponential growth rate. If it's delayed,
complexity's growth will be slowing (logistic fit).
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proaches this number, the growth
rate must slow down. Eventually, the TaBLe 2
population stabilizes as the S-curve
reaches a ceiling. Forecasts for Complexity Change:

While growth in compe~ition fol- How Soon till the Next Milestone?
lows an S-shaped curve, Its rate of
growth follows a bell-shaped curve.
The rate accelerates peaks then MiLestone Logistic Fit Exponential Fit
slows down. Originall~ used ~ biol- Number Complexity Change* Years Complexity Change* Years

ogy, the bell curve illustrates that 28 0.0265 38 0.0744 134
anything with life grows at a rate 29 0.0223 45 0.1584 6.3
that crests halfway through the
growth process and eventually sub- 30 0.0146 69 0.3372
sides. In sharp contrast, the rate of 0.0081 124 0.7178 1.4
growth of a purely exponential process 0.0041 245 1.5278 0.7
follows an equally steep exponential ~ 8
pattern initially, but later, instead of 0.0020 5 3.251 0.3

subsiding, it explodes. 0.0009 1,078 6.9213 0.1

All S-curves begin exponentially, 0.0004 2,315 14..7317 0.0
but no natural growth process re- 0.0002 5,000 31.3558
mains exponential indefinitely. If we C

. d d d 1. .th t 1 0.0001 10,800 66.7397
are m ee ea mg WI na ura
growth in competition, there will be *In the same arbitrary units as Figure C.
a time when the initial explosive
growth rate will begin slowing , . . . I . I h . d f .. Because an event s Importance IS Inverse y proportlona to t e perlo 0 ensuing
d~wn an? the exponential pattern :i~ stasis-a longer time between milestones-a slower rate of complexity growth
wIll turn mto an S-c~rve. ..' means a longer lull to the next "punk eek" milestone (see Figure A).

For the 28 canonIcal set of mIle- 'I~ The case can be made that both growth laws adequately describe the general
stones, both exponential and logistic pattern that complexity followed in its evolution. After all, the first half of the logistic
functions fit the data pattern, but the function is very similar to an exponential function. The logistic rate of growth
latter does a somewhat better job I : diverges significantly from an exponential during the second half of the life cycle,
than the former. (See Figure C.) ,,' and the question becomes which law complexity will follow from now onward.

According to the exponential law, 8;
the world's complexity should con-
tinue to increase at an increasing
rate. In other words, evolutionary Present time is taken as year 2000: less than a week, and the rate of ap-
milestones should appear increas- . 5 years ago: Internet/human pearance of milestones would con-
ingly crowded: The next milestone genome sequenced. tinue to increase. Sometime later,
should be in 13.4 years, the folrowing . 50 years ago: DNA/transistor/ humans will become incapable of
one 6.3 years later, the one after that nuclear energy. perceiving changes that take place in
in 3 more years, the next in 1.4 years, . 100 years ago: modern physics fractions of a second. Does it still
and so on. (radio, electricity, etc.)/automobile/ make sense to talk in terms of

But if change and complexity fol- airplane. change when no one perceives it?
low the laws of natural growth-like In other words, dates for world- A relatively young school of philo-
the competitive behavior of rabbits shaking milestones like the above sophical thought is built around the
in a fenced field-then we would see three should be expected around idea that life can be simulated in its
that complexity's rate of change has 2038, and then again around 2083 entirety, including more-abstract no-
just reached a peak and will hence- and 2152. Table 2 spells out the tim- tions such as consciousness, and that
forth begin to decline. The midpoint ing of future milestones as expected in some distant future computers
of the logistic function is milestone from the logistic and exponential will be able to do everything humans
number 27.89, which corresponds growth laws determined by the do and more. Computers are already
roughly to 1990, when complexity above fits. capable of perceiving and exchang-
grew at the highest rate ever. From ing information at rates much higher
then onward, complexity's rate of than those of humans. And it is ex-
change began decreasing, and future THe ExponenTIaL pected that computers will still im-
milestones will appear progressively FIaSCO prove by much. It could be argued
less frequently. The next three mile- that machines will eventually take
stones are due in intervals of 38, 45, The exponential pattern is so steep over control of the world if for no
and 69 years respectively. that around the year 2025 we would other reason than the fact that they

For perspective, let us look at be witnessing the equivalent of all of would be able to handle the changes
the three most-recent milestones. the twentieth-century milesto~es in that are appearing at rates too fast
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for humans to perceive. The expo- planetary, biological, social, and we Are SITTInG on TOP
nential growth pattern for the technological, The S-curve has its in- OF THe worLD
world's complexity could then be flection point-the time of the high-
sustained, but for how long? est rate of change-around our own We saw earlier that the exponen-

Not for too long, I am afraid. Ma- time, Considering the symmetry of tial growth pattern renders the pres-
chines, no matter how intelligent the pattern, we can conclude that the ent generation privileged by fore-
they become, will not be of help for end of the universe is roughly an- casting that all change possible will
too long, According to the exponen- other 15 billion years away. Such a take place by 2028. But the life cycle
tial pattern, all of the change that conclusion is not really at odds- of the S-curve also peaks during the
will ever take place will have practi- considering the crudeness of its deri- lifetime of people born in the mid-
cally done so by 2028. In other vation-with recent scientific think- 1940s. In particular, it spells out that
words, people who will still be alive ing. Despite new evidence that the we are now traversing the only time
in 2028-i.e., the generation of universe may exist forever, there are period in the history of the universe
people born in the mid-1940s or widely accepted beliefs that our so- in which 88 calendar years can wit-
later-will be bystanders of all the lar system will end some 5 billion ness changes coming from as many
change that can ever take place, even years from now, as three evolutionary milestones. We
if they won't perceive most of it, Two remarks are in order concern- happen to be positioned at the

Alternatively, there may be some- ing the aboveS-curve analysis. First, world's prime, 0
thing wrong with the question we the logistic function that usually has
are asking. Change growing indefi- time as a variable now is expressed
nitely and exponentially may have in terms of the consecutive milestone About the Author
no "physical" existence if it cannot number, which effectively amounts-Theodore ~odi.s, formerly a
be detected. The viable alternative to a logarithmic time scale. Our rese~rcher In high-energy
suggested by Figure C-appropri- Euclidean conception of linear time ~hyslcS at Broo~haven Na-

d f o' f I ' h 1 d . f h ' tlonal Laboratories and at

ately supporte by a It 0 s Ig t Y oes not seem approprIate or t IS CERN . b f thb 1" tha h uld k . d f ' 1 1 . Se ' IS a mem er 0 eetter qua Ity-IS t c ange wo . m 0 cosmIc-s~a e evo utio~, c- faculty of the Duxx Graduate
grow along an S-curve, whose hfe ond, we are ObVIously adoptIng an School in Business Leader-
cycle is all ready halfway completed. anthropic approach here in the sense ship in Monterrey, Mexico. He has recently

that we are overlooking how com- released a new, electronic edition of his first

THe ULTImaTe s-curve plexity may h.ave evo~ved ~n other book, Predictions: 10 Years Lat~1; in which
parts of the UnIverse. Still, this analy- he examines the outcomes of his forecasts.

Figure C indicates that the evolu- sis carries more weight than just the His ad~ress is 2, rue ~eau Si~e, Geneva
tion of complexity in the universe elegance and the simplicity of its 1203, Switzerland. E-mall.tmodls@
has been following a logistic growth formulation. The esteemed theo- compuserve.c?m; Web site www.

f th b " t . 1 h .. t J h Wh 1 h growth-dynamics.com.pattern rom every egmmng- re Ica p YSICIS 0 n ee er as Th th th k N b I P . ... . . , . e au or an s 0 e rize-winmng
~e bI~ bang. This IS remarkable ~on- argued that th~ very valIdIty of biochemist Paul D. Boyer and Eric L.
sIdermg the vastness of the tIme the laws of phYSICS depends on the Schwartz, professor of cognitive and neural
scale, and also considering the fact existence of consciousness. In a systems at Boston University for their con-
that complexity result~d from very way, the human point of view is tributions. A longer version of this essay is
different evolutionary processes- all that counts. available online at www.growth-dynamics.com.


